
INDEX

actuating signal, 155
agility (of a target), 83
anchoring, 63
automatic target recognition, 171

base-state innovations, 44
base-state model

JTS, 10
time-continuous, 7
time-discrete, 24

base-state process, 3, 5
base-state sensor, 43
Bayes’ Theorem, conditional, 200
binary phase shift keying, 211

canonical moment, 48
causal, 2
certainty equivalence principle, 47, 157, 159, 166
change-of-measure (COM) estimator, 199
coquadratic variation, 43
coarser σ -field, xvi
cognitive metaspace, 70

metastate aggregates, 70
metastates, 70

COM-estimator, 204
base-state recurrence, 205
modal mixing, 207
updated distribution, 208

composite martingale, xviii
conditional expectation, xvi, xvii
conditional mean, see conditional expectation
control, 1

dual control, 160
feedback, 1
feedforward, 5
gain scheduling, 158
LQ-regulator, 157
open-loop-optimal-feedback control, 161
regulation signal, 3

corlol (continuous on right, limits on left), xx

data frame, 34
data fusion

low-level, 35
track, 35

discernibility matrix, 39
discrete time state, xx
Doob–Meyer Decomposition Theorem, xx

endogenous actuating signal, 155
environmental process, 2
error covariance

conditional, 11
estimation, 41

modal, 44
moment formulation, 47

estimation problem, 3
estimator

metastate probability, 59
evasion, 83
excess error, 13
expectation, conditional, see conditional expectation
eye chart, 211

feather plot, 15
filtration, xvi

left continuous, xvi
finer σ -field, xvi
FLIR, forward-looking infrared, 86

gain scheduling, 158
gamma probability density, 106
Gaussian minimum shift keying, 209
Gaussian wavelet distribution, 28
generator (of a Markov process), xvii

Hadamard product, xv
hybrid system, 8

IMM, 198
base-state estimator, 29
interacting-multiple-model filter, 28
mixing probability, 31
modal-state estimator, 30

impact point, 187
impact point prediction, 187
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264 Index

information matrix, 29
information state, 160
infrared sensor, 86
innovations process, xix, 44

base-state, 44
modal-state, 44

intersymbol interference, 211

JTS, 7, 10
jump-translating-system, 7

Kalman filter, 4, 11, 41
covariance form, 29
extended, 15
information filter, 29
time-continuous state, time-continuous

measurement, 11
time-continuous state, time-discrete

measurements, 12
time-continuous state, time-discrete measurements;

endogenous actuating signal, 155
time-discrete state, time-discrete measurement, 25

linear jump system, 7
LJS, 7
low-level data fusion, 35
LQ-regulator, 157

Markov process, xvii
generator, xvii

martingale
composite, xviii
predictable compensator, xx
purely discontinuous, 10

Martingale Representation Theorem, xx
matrix

square root, xvi
matrix square root, xvi
mean-square-error, 3
measurement

modal, 34, 35
measurement residual, 10
metastate, 2, 56, 58
metastate aggregates, 68
metastate probability estimator, 59
metastates, 70
modal estimation, 44
modal observations, 34
modal-state

innovations, 44
measurement error

nearest neighbor error, 90
projection error, 91
uniformly distributed errors, 90

modal-state measurement, 34, 35
time-continuous

additive noise, 36
classifier, 40

time-discrete
additive noise, 36
classifier, 40

modal-state model
time-continuous, 8
time-discrete, 23

modal-state process, 5
modal-state sensor, 43
mode dependent measurements, 142, 144
model

base-state
JTS, 10
time-discrete, 24

linear-Gauss–Markov, 4
modal-state

time-discrete, 23
plant, 1, 2
polymorphic, 6
system, 1

moment
canonical, 48
PD-moment, 48
sequent, 48

multiple model filter, 26
IMM, 28
path-length-one, 26

NNE, nearest neighbor error, 90

observation noise, xix
observation process, xix
observations

discrete time, xix
modal-state, 34

open-loop-optimal-feedback control, 161
optional cross quadratic variation, xviii
optional quadratic variation, xviii
order bias, 60
output latency, 40
output process, xix

PD-moment, 48
PE, projection error, 91
perturbation variables, 3
plant, 1

input, 2
model, 2
output, 2
state, 2

plant linearization, 8
plant model, 1
plant state

measurement
mode dependence, 142

plant state measurement
time-continuous, 4, 10
time-discrete, 10

plant state process, 3
PME

base-state rotation; χ = 0, 119
continuous base-state, time-discrete

measurements, 96
continuous base-state; time-discrete

measurements, 174
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continuous plant state; χ �= 0, 135
impact point prediction, 187
LJS with control, 162
mode dependence in the plant state sensor, 144
plant state translation; χ = 0, 127
time-continuous plant; time-continuous

measurement, 50
time-continuous plant; time-discrete

measurement, 54
polymorphic estimator, 49
polymorphic model, 6
predictability, 63
predictable compensator, xx, 46
predictable quadratic variation, xvii
predictor, 2
probability space, xvi, 2
process

adapted, xvi
Brownian motion, xvii

intensity, xvii
Gaussian white noise, xiv
increments, xvii
innovations, xix, 44
Markov, xvii
martingale, xvii

increments, xx
predictable compensator, xx
purely discontinuous, xviii

optional quadratic variation, xviii
predictable, xvi
predictable compensator, 46
predictable quadratic variation, xvii
renewal process, 106
semimartingale, 43

progressive deepening, 70
pseudonoise, 18
purely discontinuous martingale, 10

quadratic covariation, see coquadratic variation, 43
quadratic variation

optional, xviii
optional cross, xviii
predictable, xvii

random process, xvi
random variable, xvi

Gaussian, xv

recognition-primed decision making, 56
regime, 3
remotely piloted vehicle (RPB), 164
renewal process, 106
rotation (of base-state), 119

sanguinity, 61
semimartingale, 43
sensor

base-state, 43
modal-state, 43

separation principle, 158
sequent moment, 48
set point, 3
σ -field, xvi
situation assessment, 56

uncertainty, 59
complexity, 58
anchoring, 63
complexity, 68
order-bias, 61
progressive deepening, 70
tempo, 58, 68
uncertainty, 71

small-noise approximation, 54
square root

matrix, xvi
state

discrete time, xx
stochastic differential equation, xiv
subscripts, xv
system model, 1

tempo, 58
track data fusion, 35

UDE, uniformly distributed error, 90
uncertainty, 59
uncertainty matrix, 12, 29
unimodal, 6
unimorphic, 6
unnormalized probability density, 22

white-noise equivalent, 18

zygostate, 5, 42
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